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President’s Message
Hello, friends. Hope you’ve been enjoying our spring so far! No one can say that it hasn’t been
interesting! Especially our local meteorologists! Speaking of meteorologists, it was certainly a
treat to have Josh Nichols present at our Annual Banquet and he was a pleasure to speak with!
Josh is, indeed, knowledgeable and personable! We thank him for his presentation.
I want to mention a big problem for naturalists in New York State at this time – ticks. I encourage
you to read the article in this issue submitted by Susan Robertson. She reports about Lynn
Braband’s presentation at the Sanctuary on May 5th. Lynn is a Certified Wildlife Biologist who
works at the Cornell Cooperative Extension. Sue’s article is quite detailed and contains much
needed information about ticks. It is valuable for those of you who could not attend our potluck
event and also valuable for those who were there, and did not take notes!
Ticks are present at the Sanctuary – in the grass and on the trails. Please dress appropriately
whenever you plan to enjoy time there. Many places in our county are havens for deer and
hitchhiking ticks. Be mindful.
Also, the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle ran a very important article regarding ticks on
Wednesday, May 17th. The New York State Senate has approved legislation recently meant to
fight Lyme disease and other tick-borne illnesses, “but its prospects in the Assembly are
uncertain.”
It would behoove us all to look more into what the Senate has passed and call our state
Assembly representative to inform them that we are very concerned about tick-borne diseases
and that since these diseases have become more prevalent in our state, we need some legislation
to bring more attention to the prevention of tick-borne illnesses and the medical needs of our
citizens. Please encourage your representatives to look at the Senate’s bills and perhaps pass
them, as well. Decisions made in Albany affect us all in many ways.
Lastly, I’d like to give special thanks to Tanager editor, Jerry Jenkins, for his many hours of
devotion to putting our Tanagers together, and also to several other caring members! Karen Wolf
has been getting our newsletter printed for us. Carol Hinkelman has been editing. John Shaw
has been preparing the labels for our PO mailings. Paul Dudley, our web master, gets the
Tanager to us via the internet and Shirley Shaw and John Gordon have assisted in many ways.
Many thanks to this month’s wonderful contributors – Bill Hallahan, Marigrace Piazza, Richard
Ashworth, Linda Smith, Laurie Dirkx, Susan Robertson and Carol Hinkelman.

Julie Clayton
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Joseph Leidy (1823-1891)
Despite his transformative influence on the study
of natural history in the United States, Joseph Leidy
is a little-known, famous scientist. Through the
mid-1800s, Europe dominated the field of scientific
study both in terms of discoveries, personalities and
in the development of theories to explain the natural
world. European scientists regarded the United
States as a collection of rugged pioneers determined
to exploit and control nature. For the most part,
with the exception of Thomas Say, biologists in the
US were regarded as amateurish, descriptive and
restricted to a few hobbyist/physicians, especially in
Philadelphia.
Much of the nature of science in the US was due
to the lack of money to pay scientists for their
research. Thomas Jefferson was the first to put
public money into a scientific expedition when he
sent Lewis and Clark to the northwest. Later,
universities began to expand their roles as research
facilities. Joseph Leidy began his career as a
professor at the University of Pennsylvania. Later,
he became involved in the scientific community in
Philadelphia outside of the university and was
influential in transforming the Academy of Natural
Science (ANS). While the original mission of the
ANS was to educate the scientifically interested
public on topics of nature study, Leidy pushed for
the more focused study of paleontology, botany,
zoology, geology. American science soon modeled
its approach after the European scientists. Leidy
became the “premier American representative of the
old school of eighteenth-century and early
nineteenth century naturalists.” (Warren, 1998) “He
felt compelled to examine the myriad of living
forms that surrounded him – plants, animals,
protozoa and other small organisms.” Leidy was
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obsessed with morphology and its application to
classification (much like Carl Von Linne’). He was
less concerned with experimental biology and
interpretation and functional processes. He became
the world authority on many aspects of biology and
soon won the respect of European scientists. Leidy
was a careful and methodical in his work and a
perceptive observer. He set the stage and built the
foundation of knowledge for other scientists. He
enjoyed his work and used every opportunity to
explore local streams and fields as well as fish at the
local market for parasites and unusual specimens.
Probably the feature of Joseph Leidy that was
most remarkable was his astounding memory. He
awed people with his complete mastery of what he
had observed and collected. In addition to his
knowledge which he shared freely, he was
excessively modest and refused to bring attention to
himself and his genius and intellectual brilliance.
Despite his refusal to theorize or defend
explanations, he embraced the theory of evolution
as an explanation for what existed in nature.
Leidy was transformative to science in the US
because he adopted the European approach to the
study of natural history, demonstrated that the North
American continent was not made up of “inferior
species” as some European scientists claimed and
he functioned as a professional scientist, not as a
wealthy nature hobbyist who collected specimens
for his personal library. Leidy was friends with
Charles Lyell and corresponded with Charles
Darwin. Yet, Leidy was a shy and obscure scientist
who applied all of his energy into investigating
nature and had little time for social interactions and
he avoided controversy in the field of biology. He
was truly “the last man who knew everything.”
(Warren, 1998)
For further reading: Leonard Warren. 1998. Joseph
Leidy – the last man who knew everything.. Yale
University Press. ISBN 0-300-07359-3

Bill Hallahan
In Memorium
We fondly remember Grace Sisler Strong who passed
away on April 28th. Grace was a joyful woman and
positively touched all who knew her. Grace loved
laughter, music and nature; she worked very hard to
preserve our natural world. We express our sincere
condolences to her husband, David, sons, Allan,
Daniel and Brian and all of her family.
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Special Alert!
th

On Friday May 5 , Lynn Braband from Cornell University’s
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program visited BANC
and gave us an interesting and informative talk on “Protecttecting Yourself from Ticks and Tick-borne Disease”. Ticks,
and particularly the spread of Lyme disease, have become a
real problem in our area in recent years.
Lynn provided some interesting information about tick biology.
White-footed mice are the main hosts for deer tick nymphs
(immature stage) which are the primary
spreaders of Lyme disease. Although
deer host the adult ticks, they are a deadend for Lyme disease transmission.
Spring and early summer is the time
with the most tick bites, but ticks can be
active all year round any time the
temperature is above 40 degrees. They
need a moist environment with high
humidity.
Deer ticks don’t jump, but
rather tend to stay on low vegetation and “quest” or wave their
front legs looking for an animal or human to crawl on to. This
photo from the University of Tennessee shows a tick questing.
Tick bites are not just annoying; they can spread a number of
serious diseases. While it had been thought that Lyme disease
would not be transmitted to humans unless the tick was
attached for 24 hours, new evidence is showing that Lyme
disease can be transmitted in less than 16 hours after
attachment. The longer the tick is attached, the greater the
chance of disease transmission. Deer ticks also carry other
diseases including anaplasmosis, babesiosis, and ehrlichiosis.
Other diseases, including tularemia, STARI, and Rocky
Mountain spotted fever are spread by other species of ticks in
our area. Lone Star ticks are being seen with increasing
frequency in our area; their bites can cause a serious allergy to
red meat.
Personal protection is important in preventing tick bites. The
insect repellants DEET and picaridin have been shown to be
effective against ticks.
Clothing can be treated with
permethrin, which kills ticks. Permethrin treated clothing
remains effective through several washings. Tuck pant legs into
socks, and wear light colored clothing so it is easier to spot
ticks. Daily tick checks are important and a close examination
is necessary because the tick nymphs are about the size of a
poppy seed. Check everywhere, especially those dark, moist
places! Take off clothing as soon as you return home and place
in the dryer on high heat for at least six minutes. Washing
clothing will not kill ticks. Shower as soon as you come in
from your outdoor adventures. If you find a tick, remove it
with tweezers by grasping the head, not the body. Do not use a
match or Vaseline; it will agitate
the tick which will cause it to
regurgitate more of the bacteria
into you. Here is the proper way
to remove a tick, from the CDC:
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Integrated pest management is helpful in reducing tick
numbers on properties and preventing the spread of disease.
Ticks can be monitored by systematically dragging a piece of
white flannel over areas of vegetation over a specific area of
property or for a set length of time. Results should be recorded
and the monitoring repeated on a regular basis to track
populations. One way to reduce tick numbers is by using
Damminix tick tubes, cardboard tubes containing permethrin
coated cotton balls which mice use as nesting material. This
kills the ticks living on mice. The presence of invasive
Japanese barberry increases tick numbers because it provides
mouse habitat; removing barberry has been shown to reduce
tick numbers. Creating borders of wood chips or stone
between tick habitat and lawn areas can be helpful.
Finally, apps and websites can provide useful information.
Tick Click is an app developed by Cornell to help identify ticks
and provide information on safe removal, disease risk and how
to prevent tick bites. Tickencounter.org was created by the
University of Rhode Island and is an excellent source of
information about ticks. If you submit a photo of a tick to
tickencounter.org, they will assist in identifying the species.
Locally, Cornell Cooperative Extension will identify ticks for a
$25 fee. If you want to know if a tick is infected with Lyme or
other diseases, tickreport.com (part of the University of
Massachusetts Amherst) will provide tick identification and
disease DNA testing for $50.
Here are photos of the four common tick species in our area
(not to scale; males on the left, females on the right, nymphs
below; images from tickencounter.org):

Deer (blacklegged) Tick

Lone Star Tick

Sue Robertson

American Dog Tick

Brown Dog Tick
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The Conservationist – Have you seen it?
The April 2017 issue of the New
York State Conservationist has a lovely
cover photo of a bluebird taken by
Laurie Dirkx, daughter of long-time
BANC member Bob McKinney, who
passed away in 2011.
She also
illustrated
the
bluebird
article
with several more beautiful bluebird
photos. Laurie is an excellent nature
photographer and many of her photos
have appeared in the Conservationist.
It seems that Laurie has inherited
Bob’s love of nature and devotion, as
well!
He
banded
birds;
she
photographs them!
Worth noting – Laurie says that Bob
had gotten every single issue of the Conservationist from
its inception and on. Laurie grew up with the magazine and
it has always been very meaningful to her. Laurie also says
that the nest-building material in the bluebird’s beak is
from her mare’s hair and the needles from a nearby white
pine.
Laurie loves her “backyard extended family” and
she works very hard to keep them safe from house
sparrows…a year-round process!

Burroughs Audubon Nature Club
FAMILY EVENT: come learn about birds, rocks,
butterflies, fossils, minerals, mushrooms, trees, plants
and much more from local experts.
NATURE NIGHT

Wed. June 28th 6:00 – 8:30 PM
Marigrace

Piazza

ANNUAL BANQUET

Julie Clayton
SPRING CLEAN-UP
On April 8th, BANC held its Spring

Clean-Up Day. Several members
showed up to get our Sanctuary
building and grounds ready for
action! Carol Hinkelman was a fine
host. When it was time to eat, we
were happy to have great soups and
other good foods! Dean Clayton
served as leader for work on the
trails and grounds.
David and Carol Southby prepared the gardens which will
soon be blooming and attracting birds, bees and butterflies (and
humans with binoculars)!
Ginny Wilterdink, committee leader for the Sanctuary
Building Housekeeping, was in charge of her fabulous
committee members. Jutta Dudley, Chita McKinney, Ruth
Morrill, and Janet Miles were busy cleaning and getting the
building ready for indoor events. The tall windows were a
problem, but problem solved by the young Victor High School
volunteers! They are helpful, spry, courteous and willing to
lend a hand! The windows were soon spotless!
The young men and ladies also helped with cleaning the eaves,
raking and removing some invasive species. The Victor Key
Club is key to Burroughs Audubon; we appreciate their help.
We had more members who dedicated their time that morning
to giving to Burroughs and spending time with like-minded
members. Most had time to take a walk and enjoy the trails
before leaving. Many thanks to everyone who participated!

Julie Clayton

About fifty BANC members and guests enjoyed the annual
Banquet at Glendoveers April 19 th. The buffet dinner was
enhanced by the beautiful flower arrangements at our tables.
Josh Nichols, meteorologist and broadcaster at Channel 8,
gave us a better understanding of a meteorologist’s tasks of
forecasting and tracking Rochester’s changeable weather.
After moving from the Boston area to Rochester in 2000,
Josh served as an adjunct professor and lecturer at MCC,
lecturing students in weather and climate. He soon joined
the Channel 10 weather crew and stayed until May of 2016.
BANC members learned about Josh’s formative years,
during which he became a “weather watcher” for local TV
stations, calling in daily reports and running a weather
station at his high school.
A huge thank-you goes to Mary Gordon, Sandy
Dombrowski and their committee for another enjoyable
Banquet.

Linda Smith
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PLAN 2014

The International Joint Commission was established in the
Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 to investigate, resolve and
prevent boundary water disputes between the U.S. and
Canada and provide a foundation for cooperation on their
shared natural resources. The IJC has representatives from
all the states and provinces that surround the Great Lakes
which make up a very long section of the boundary.
The upper Great Lakes empty into Lake Ontario which then
drains via the St. Lawrence River into the Atlantic Ocean. In
1958 the Moses-Saunders dam was completed between
Messina and Cornwall to generate hydropower for both
countries and established the St. Lawrence Seaway. That
provided an opportunity to have some control over the
levels of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River. The river
channel was enlarged in some locations to carry the higher
flows needed to reduce maximum Lake Ontario levels and to
facilitate navigation. A water level management plan was
developed which tried to balance needs for hydropower,
shipping, municipal water supplies and shoreline
communities, but it did not consider the environment. The
effects of the regulation of water flows and lake levels on
ecosystems were not fully understood at that time and over
the next 50 years, coastal habitats vital to clean water and a
healthy ecosystem were harmed.
The biological communities of Lake Ontario wetlands have
evolved to adapt to the natural range of water levels through
the seasons and over decades. Patterns of water level
change are the driving force determining the overall diversity
and condition of wetland plant communities and the
habitats they provide for the more than 80 species of
invertebrates, amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds and mammals.
The 1958 plan somewhat restricted the natural fluctuations
of water levels by reducing the extremes and the year-toyear variability causing a decrease in the diversity of plant
life in 64,000 acres of wetlands and negatively impacted the
birds, fish and mammals that depend on those plants.
After many years of implementing the 1958 plan, the IJC
saw the need for modifications and a landmark 5-year
scientific study of the plan’s effects was carried out. The IJC
developed several alternative management plans that take
into account the diverse and often competing uses and
interests of hydropower generation, commercial navigation,
coastal development, municipal and industrial water use,
ecosystems, and recreational boating, as well as the effects
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of climate change. Plan 2014, which incorporates more than
50 years of operational experience as well as increased
knowledge gained through the landmark study, was chosen
as the best alternative of these plans. Many public hearings
were held before the plan was adopted and then put into
effect this January.
Plan 2014 returns Lake Ontario levels to more natural
variability, while continuing to moderate extreme low and
high water levels. Maximum lake levels were increased by
only about 2 inches and minimums 8 inches from the 1958
plan. This more natural variation in lake levels and generally
higher fall-through-spring water levels will help to restore to
health the 64,000 acres of damaged wetlands while striving
to maintain the benefits to other interests throughout the
system. Thriving wetland habitats support recreational
opportunities, filter polluted run-off, and provide nurseries
for fish and wildlife. Species such as Black Tern, Least
Bittern, King Rail, Northern Pike and Muskrats that were
diminished because of the 1958 plan will benefit from
wetland restoration. This will be the largest wetland
ecosystem restoration project in the country except for the
Everglades, and will be done at no cost to taxpayers.
Plan 2014 maintains the same protections from flooding as
the old plan, but the ability to control water levels is limited.
The IJC concluded that “no regulation plan can meaningfully
reduce the risk of damage to some shoreline protection
structures and some properties along the south shore of
Lake Ontario”. There has always been flooding and erosion
along the lakeshore during periods of high water levels, but
now there is much more coastal development, so high water
levels cause more damage. Since wetlands are one of the
best natural defenses for flooding, restoring the damaged
wetlands will help to absorb storm surge and increase
floodwater storage. There will be ongoing monitoring and
evaluation of the plan’s performance so that changes can be
made if deemed necessary.
Lake Ontario gets 80% of its water from the upper Great
Lakes through Lake Erie and the Niagara River and the rest
comes from rain that drains off the land into rivers and
streams that empty into the lake. When rainfall is very high
over the whole Great Lakes basin as it was this spring, huge
amounts of water coming into Lake Ontario raise water
levels significantly.
Water levels have also been very high on the St. Lawrence
this spring, causing flooding and the evacuation of
thousands in Montreal. Much more water than normal has
to be discharged at the dam for a week just to lower the
Lake Ontario level one inch, but that raises the St. Lawrence
River level 10 inches. Because rainfall cannot be predicted
very far in advance, decisions on water release are made
without knowing what future conditions will be. Despite
man’s best efforts at research, technology and engineering,
we are still mostly under the control of Mother Nature.

Carol Hinkelman
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MEET A MEMBER

CHITA McKINNEY
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Chita has been a BANC member for many years and
enjoys attending the monthly meetings regularly. She
helps out with the annual banquet and (inevitably?)
serves on the BANC Finance Committee; for fifteen
years she attended the Allegheny Nature Pilgrimage.
When BANC and RBA jointly host the New York State
Ornithological Association annual meeting (as they
will in 2018), Chita acts as Treasurer for the event.
As if this were not enough, Chita is also active in Faith
Lutheran church, including weekly classes and senior
events, and she volunteers at RPO concerts, where she
has a particular interest in chamber music. She also
finds time to spend a week at the Chautauqua
Institution each summer.

Some people are fortunate to embrace a passion
which enriches their experience throughout their lives.
A few are blessed with two such interests:
Chita McKinney has three.
It was a high school bookkeeping class that sparked
Chita’s interest in business finance and a career in
accounting. It was a Black Skimmer at Cape May that
turned her on to birdwatching, and these two
avocations have been intertwined ever since. (Where’s
the third? Read on to the end.)
Chita grew up on a cattle farm in Illinois, which was a
family homestead over 100 years ago and is still in the
family today. Her mother, brother and sister were all
teachers and it seemed that she might follow suit until
her college degree in accounting from Valparaiso
University in Indiana set her on a different course.
Having moved to Rochester with her first husband,
Chita visited the beach at Cape May on a trip with
work colleagues. The skimmer inspired her to buy
binoculars for a similar trip the following year and, as
they say, ‘the rest is history’. She signed up for a
birding class at the Rochester Museum and Science
Center with Ann Clarridge, Carolyn Cass and Jim
Miles; she joined GOS and was soon serving as
Treasurer; she joined RBA, too, and handled their tax
returns. She met Bob, her beloved second husband, at
a field trip he led, and he introduced her to the
Braddock Bay Bird Observatory (BBBO) where, no
surprise, she serves on the board and as Treasurer, and
continues to volunteer weekly as a net picker. She also
attends meetings of the Eastern Bird Banding
Association.

When she’s not busy with all these local activities,
Chita enjoys her third ‘hobby’ of travel. An interest for
many years (she had a college major in geography),
just the last couple of years have included trips to
Spain, Morocco, Germany, Ireland, Israel and France.
Later this year she will be in Portugal and Italy is
planned for 2018. Closer to home, Chita has children,
grandchildren and two great grandchildren in Penfield,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida.
Next time you meet Chita at a BANC meeting (or
somewhere else in the world!) ask her to share some of
her fascinating experiences. You’ll enjoy the stories.

Richard Ashworth

Photo from Laurie Dirkx
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TO:

If you haven’t renewed
Your membership,
Please do it now

CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS

Sunday, June 11 2:00 – 4:00 PM
BANC Sanctuary Open House
HIDDEN WORLDS
Leaders: Jutta Dudley; 385-2368, Marigrace Piazza ,
383-8462; Jackson Thomas, 671-8949
Friday, June 16, 6:00 PM
Potluck at BANC Sanctuary
AN ALTERED LANDSCAPE
Presenter: Jutta Dudley
Hosts: Carolyn Ragan, 385-2065;
Nancy Wint, 315-986-4189 & Ellen Prill, 721-4103
Saturday, June 24, 10:00 AM
Cobbs Hill Park
ROCHESTER'S GENESEE GORGE AND ITS
ICE AGE TRANSFORMATION
Leader: Jutta Dudley, 385-2368
Wednesday, June 28, 6:00 – 8:30 PM
BANC Sanctuary Open House
FAMILY NATURE NIGHT
Hosts: Marigrace Piazza, 383-8462 &
Fred and Patty Haynes, 203-1733
Friday, July 7, 6:00 PM
Potluck at BANC Sanctuary
MINERAL AND FOSSIL COLECTING IN NY
Hosts: Carol Klinger, 377-6072, Jane Stock, 425-7293
and Lura Kelley

Thursday, July 13, 10:00 AM
Black Creek Park
BUTTERFIES AND SUMMER WILDFLOWERS
Leaders: Carol and David Southby, 383-8168
Saturday, July 22, 7:00 – 9:30 PM
BANC Sanctuary
MOTH NIGHT
Hosts: Carol & David Southby, 383-816
Shirley Shaw, 385-3907
Friday, August 4, 6:00 PM
Potluck at BANC Sanctuary
THREATS TO FOREST HEALTH IN NY
Presenter: Kevin Farrell
Hosts: Shirley Shaw, 385-3907 & Julie Clayton, 249-9489
Tuesday, August 8, 11:00 – 2:00 PM
BANC Sanctuary Open House
ANNUAL JOHN BURROUGHS APPRECIATION DAY
Hosts: Julie Clayton, 249-9489 & Joanne Altre, 377-8549
Friday, August 25, 6:00 PM
Potluck at BANC Sanctuary
HIKING NEAR AND FAR
Presenter: Jackson Thomas
Hosts: Linda Smith, 924-3871 & Shirley Shaw, 385-3907
Wednesday, August 30, 10:00 AM
BANC Sanctuary
DRAGONFLIES & LATE SUMMER FLOWERS
Leader: Jon Dombrowski, 425-2380

